
Music Year 8 Block 1 Rap Music

Texture- how the layers of the piece are combined and blended.

1 Solo One person raps alone. 

2 Unison Two or more performers rap the same words at 

the same time.
3 Polyphonic Several different tunes played at the same time 

(often on different instruments).
4 Monophonic One instrument playing on a single melody line 

without any accompaniment.

5 Tutti Everyone performs at the same time, even if they 

are different parts.

6 Melody and 
accompaniment

Texture where there is one clear tune and an 

accompaniment (usually chords and a beat) 

behind it.Rap music Key Terms
1 Rhythm Quite often in rap music, rhythms can be described as simple and repetitive. 

2 Rhyming words 

/ lyrics

This is a particular technique of this genre of music. Rhyming words are 

words that have a similar sound and are often (but not always) found at the 

end of a sentence 
3 Bass line A low pitch part of the song that supports the melody line. 

This is often quite simple and repetitive (known as a riff).
4 Melody line The main tune of the song.

5 Sample A short snippet of music taken from another piece of music.

6 Loop An instrument sample that is repeated or “looped”, often by a computer.

7 Pulse The s teady beat felt behind the music.

8 Underlying 

accompaniment

The typical instrumental backing to a rap piece would be provided by bass, 

drums and keyboard or guitar.
9 Sound effects Such as scratching or synthesized computer effects.

Tempo

1 Prestissimo Extremely fast
2 Presto Very fast
3 Vivace Lively
4 Allegro Quickly
5 Andante At a walking pace
6 Moderato Moderate (medium) speed
7 Largo Slowly
8 Grave Extremely slowly

Dynamics

1 ff fortissimo = very loud
2 f forte = loud
3 mf mezzo forte = moderately loud
4 mp mezzo piano = moderately quiet
5 p piano = quiet
6 pp pianissimo = very quiet
7 cres. crescendo = get louder gradually
8 dim. diminuendo = get quieter gradually
9 Sub. Subito = suddenly so e.g.

Subito forte = suddenly loud

Ostinato A repeating pattern of different pitches. 

Can also just be a repeating rhythm. 

Can be called a RHYTHMIC DEVICE.

*For your listening test only*
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